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FASC Newsletter 1, February 2021 

Welcome to the first newsletter of 2021. The virus pandemic continues and so disruptions to 

the chemistry enterprise have not ended. Thus, virtual events will continue for many months 

this year.  One example is the IUPAC Women’s Breakfast event; all are welcome to join the 

one organised by SACI in February (see below). Of concern are the continuing examples of 

fraud found in the literature. I have included an item on how this was detected in ‘RSC 

Advances’, in this issue. It shows the pressure that exists to publish! Finally, the Journal 

‘Frontiers in Chemistry’ wishes to publish a volume on ‘Chemistry in Africa’ in 2021 which 

FASC will coordinate; details are given in the newsletter 

 

Neil Coville 
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 Upcoming events 
i) 26th IUPAC International Conference on Chemistry Education 

ii) 3rd IEEE conference on Design and Test of integrated micro and nano-Systems  

iii) Post-graduate Summer School on Green Chemistry, Venice, Italy 

iii) IUPAC Global Women’s Breakfast  
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 Detailed Conference information 

 

 

ABOUT FASC 

Information for the newsletter 

  

Please send all information to either Beth (admin@faschem.org), Emmanuel C. Ohaekenyem 

(ec.ohaekenyem@unizik.edu.ng ) or to me (neil.coville@wits.ac.za ) 

Beth has placed all earlier newsletters on the FASC website. 

 

Advertising in the FASC newsletter 

The newsletter will provide a means of getting messages to our member countries. This 

newsletter thus provides a means of advertising employment opportunities, conferences and 

workshops, and even for companies/Universities to promote themselves. We encourage 

member countries to use the Newsletter for advertising purposes. All conferences and events 

will be advertised for free; if not a FASC country, or related event there could be a small charge. 

For advertising costs, contact Beth in the FASC office 

 

FASC member countries 

We are currently attempting to upgrade our country membership list. There is a small charge 

associated with membership. Please contact the treasurer, Prof Yonas Chebude for information 

(yonasc@faschem.org ; yonasdb1@yahoo.com).  

 

CHEMISTRY NEWS 

Corona virus data 

The numbers of virus cases (and deaths) keeps rising. But there are many sites now available 

that summarise the current status of drug development. 

 

i) Some useful sites for hard data 

https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-global-data 

mailto:admin@faschem.org
mailto:ec.ohaekenyem@unizik.edu.ng
mailto:neil.coville@wits.ac.za
mailto:yonasc@faschem.org
mailto:yonasdb1@yahoo.com
https://ig.ft.com/coronavirus-global-data
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https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus 

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/  

  

Frontiers in Chemistry – special volume on Africa 

Frontiers in Chemistry (https://www.frontiersin.org/journals/chemistry) 
 

The FASC executive was approached by Frontiers in Chemistry to publish articles form 

chemists in Africa to showcase work going on within the continent. The Executive is currently 

negotiating publication fees as this is an OPEN journal. More information on this venture will 

be communicated soon. 

It is important that we have many publications form many African countries in this volume. 

  

African Chemical Societies News 

i) South Africa 

 Two of the distinguished South African chemists, Professors Tebello Nyokong of Rhodes 

University and Emmanuel Iwuoha of the University of the Western Cape, have been selected 

as Honorary Fellows of the Royal Society of Chemistry.  This is a fantastic achievement and 

we heartily congratulate them for achieving this distinction.  They join Professor Roger 

Sheldon who has a position at the University of the Witwatersrand, and was admitted in 2018. 

As of 2019, there were 112 Honorary Fellows.  These persons have each been admitted in 

recognition of their unique achievements ranging from public engagement to distinction in 

research.  

The list of Honorary fellows can be found at: 

https://www.rsc.org/about-us/our-history/our-honorary-fellows/ 

 

 

Professor Tebello Nyokong Professor Emmanuel Iwuoha 

Taken from SACI newsletter 

Younger Chemists’ News 

i) Post-graduate Summer School on Green Chemistry 
 

The Green Sciences for Sustainable Development Foundation (www.gssd-foundation.org) is 

organizing the 13th Edition of the Post-graduate Summer School on Green Chemistry that 

will be held from the 4th to 10th of July 2021 in Venice.  

https://ourworldindata.org/coronavirus
https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/
https://www.rsc.org/about-us/our-history/our-honorary-fellows/
http://www.gssd-foundation.org/
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This Summer School follows the 12 previous editions held from 1998 to 2020, but will be the 

first one organized both on site and online.  Scholarships will be offered to young talented 

chemists from developing countries. We will be very glad if you would consider participating 

in the Summer School. Applications are now open! You can find complete information about 

the School in the Summer School Poster and at the following 

website:  www.greenchemistry.school. 

 Aurelia Visa 

On behalf of Pietro Tundo,  

Chair of Summer School on Green Chemistry 

E-mail: green.chemistry@unive.it 

Web: www.unive.it/ssgc 

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/greenchemvenice2020/ 

Twitter: https://twitter.com/greenchemsummer 

Instagram: https://www.instagram.com/greenchemsummer/ 

 

i) African Young Chemists Network (AYCN) 

It is an exciting time to be a young chemist on the African continent. The African Younger 

Chemists Network (AYCN) seeks to showcase the unique talents of young researchers on the 

continent and to provide a platform for constructive career development and engagements 

across the globe.  

Currently, the AYCN is in its development stage and is looking for enthusiastic volunteers for 

the following subcommittees: 

Finance, governance, membership, international liaison, social media, and public outreach.  

If you are would like to be involved, please fill out your details via the link below.  

https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfHIcSdblbYL2mbkcggREUrb-

kfvEwc7KU_bnczve9lx0j1Bw/viewform 

For more information please contact Ms Bianca Davids at aycn.chemists@gmail.com See the 

Google form link introducing the AYCN and requesting for volunteers to populate the various 

subcommittees. https://forms.gle/hVAM8UeEY57hjusPA The form will be open until the 

end of the year.  

 

Contact email: aycn.chemists@gmail.com; Contact people: Ms Bianca Davids, Dr Sadhna 

Mathura 

ii) International Young Chemists Network (IYCN) 

Professional Development Skills:  

The International Younger Chemists Network (IYCN; https://www.iycnglobal.com/), 

affiliated organization of the International Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry (IUPAC) is 

organizing a series of FREE live workshops devoted to support and empower early-career 

chemists with professional development skills to advance their careers. 

Stephen O Aderinto: soaderinto1@sheffield.ac.uk 

http://www.greenchemistry.school/
mailto:green.chemistry@unive.it
http://www.unive.it/greenss2018
https://www.facebook.com/greenchemvenice2020/
https://twitter.com/greenchemsummer
https://www.instagram.com/greenchemsummer/
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfHIcSdblbYL2mbkcggREUrb-kfvEwc7KU_bnczve9lx0j1Bw/viewform
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLSfHIcSdblbYL2mbkcggREUrb-kfvEwc7KU_bnczve9lx0j1Bw/viewform
mailto:aycn.chemists@gmail.com
https://forms.gle/hVAM8UeEY57hjusPA
mailto:aycn.chemists@gmail.com
https://www.iycnglobal.com/
mailto:soaderinto1@sheffield.ac.uk
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RSC News 

i) Fraud in RSC Advances  

 

It is remarkable the lengths that some scientists will go to in an effort to develop a publication 

record. I recommend that you read the editorial (open access at RSC Adv., 2021, 11, 4194) on 

the retraction of falsified manuscripts. It appears that so called ‘paper mills’ are being used to 

generate data. 

To quote from the editorial: “Over the next few weeks, we will be retracting 68 articles 

published in RSC Advances.1 These retractions are on the basis of what we believe to be the 

systematic production of falsified research. Such manipulation of the publication system has 

been covered widely in the media during 2020,……” 

See also: 

https://www.rsc.org/news-events/articles/2021/jan/paper-mill-response 

https://www.chemistryworld.com/news/royal-society-of-chemistry-retracts-70-fake-paper-

mill-articles/4013072.article  

Neil Coville 

 

Commonwealth Chemistry News 

i) UPDATE - Inaugural Commonwealth Chemistry Congress—Partnerships 

for the Goals, 18-20 May 2021 
  

Following the postponement of the First Commonwealth Chemistry Congress earlier this year, 

new dates were announced for a physical meeting for May 2021. However, after careful 

consideration, the Commonwealth Chemistry Executive Board has decided that the Congress 

will now take place virtually in 2021 and not as a physical meeting in Trinidad and Tobago. 

  

We have taken this difficult decision based on the advice of governments and public health 

authorities in response to the current worldwide situation caused by COVID-19. A physical 

meeting for the Congress requires people to travel and mix together from all over the 

Commonwealth and, even though vaccines are on the horizon, we cannot take any risks; the 

https://www.rsc.org/news-events/articles/2021/jan/paper-mill-response
https://www.chemistryworld.com/news/royal-society-of-chemistry-retracts-70-fake-paper-mill-articles/4013072.article
https://www.chemistryworld.com/news/royal-society-of-chemistry-retracts-70-fake-paper-mill-articles/4013072.article
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health and wellbeing of all participants is our primary concern. We do hope you understand the 

reasons behind this decision. 

  

However, we are delighted that the Congress will take place virtually and, following the 

successful virtual Poster Event in August this year, we know we can all look forward to an 

exciting virtual Congress with plenty of opportunities to continue building networks and 

sharing research and ideas. 

  

The dates for the virtual Congress will be 18-20 May 2021 with each day having a two or three 

hours session. The programme will have the planned scientific themed sessions together with 

sessions covering ‘Chemistry and the Commonwealth’ and ‘Career Conversations’. 

  

In addition, in March and June next year there will be two stand-alone virtual events taking 

place for all Congress participants to join. On 08 March, there will be a panel discussion on 

Inclusion and Diversity and on 30 June a panel discussion on Taking Chemistry to Market. 

Both of these events will potentially be open to a wider audience and more details about how 

to promote these to your membership or community will be sent nearer the time. 

  

We will shortly write to your early career chemists with this update. 

  

The enthusiasm with which everyone engaged with the virtual Commonwealth Chemistry 

Poster event was truly inspiring and will help ensure the success of the virtual Congress and 

stand-alone events in 2021. We are very conscious of and grateful for the huge amount of work 

that has already taken place, from organisers and participants alike. 

  

We do hope you will still be able to join the virtual Congress on 18-20 May, together with the 

stand-alone events on 08 March and 30 June. Please do confirm your attendance and 

participation by Monday 04 January 2021. 

  

If you have any questions please do let us know and we look forward to hearing from you. 

   

Commonwealth Chemistry Secretariat 

 

ii) Chemistry World – free access for 2021 

In June 2020 the Commonwealth Chemistry Executive Board accepted the offer from the Royal 

Society of Chemistry and introduced a scheme to allow free, unlimited access to the Chemistry 

World website throughout 2020. 

Today, we are delighted to announce that we are extending this scheme to 31 December 2021 

for all members of commonwealth chemical societies. This provides another year of free, 

unlimited access to the Chemistry World website for all those who wish to participate. 

The access provided under the scheme would normally only be available to paying subscribers 

and members of the Royal Society of Chemistry. It includes: 

a.  over 16,000 archived articles spanning more than a decade of coverage 

b.  over 150 new articles, videos and podcasts published each month 
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c. personalised emails to alert you when stories of interest are published 

 We encourage everyone to take advantage of this scheme, so please pass this message onto 

your members: 

 What is Chemistry World? 

Chemistry World is the flagship magazine of the Royal Society of Chemistry, available online 

at www.chemistryworld.com. It publishes a wide range of content covering the latest research, 

new and views from across the global chemical sciences community. There is an extensive 

archive of over 16,000 articles online and more than 150 new articles, podcasts, webinars and 

videos are published each month. 

How do I claim my free access? 

By being a member of your national chemical society, you can have access to Chemistry World 

online. Simply visit https://www.chemistryworld.com/commonwealth-chemistry and follow 

the instructions on screen. 

 Dr Vicki Gardiner; President Elect, Commonwealth Chemistry 

 

IUPAC News 

ii) Analytical Chemistry Education Project 

 

I am involved in an IUPAC project where we will review the current status of 

analytical chemistry education (https://iupac.org/projects/project-

details/?project_nr=2019-039-3-500). The aim is to produce a white paper that 

we hope would be useful in promoting analytical chemistry nationally and 

globally. Currently, we do not have representatives from Africa and South East 

Asia.  

I am getting in touch to ask if you have contacts/collaborations in Africa and/or 

South East Asia to whom you could forward this information in case people are 

interested in joining the IUPAC project that I mentioned? Please feel free to pass 

on my email details. 

Ruchi Gupta R.Gupta.3@bham.ac.uk 

 

 

Job opening at the UN 

Kindly find the link to the short-advert for a Programme Management Officer and the details 

of the assignment are available 

:  https://careers.un.org/lbw/jobdetail.aspx?id=147632&Lang=en-US. 

Kindly also share with members of your networks that may be interested in the assignment. 

http://www.chemistryworld.com/
https://www.chemistryworld.com/commonwealth-chemistry
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/dVCvC5QzLiZMylRcz3RBR?domain=iupac.org
https://protect-eu.mimecast.com/s/dVCvC5QzLiZMylRcz3RBR?domain=iupac.org
mailto:R.Gupta.3@bham.ac.uk
https://careers.un.org/lbw/jobdetail.aspx?id=147632&Lang=en-US
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Kitso Marape 

African Materials Research Society Secretariat,Gaborone,Botswana 

www.africanmrs.net  

Posting Title: Program Management Officer 

Department/Office: Economic Commission for Africa 

Duty Station: ADDIS ABABA 

Posting Period: 26 January 2021 - 09 February 2021 

Job Opening Number: 21-Economic Commission for Africa-147632-Consultant 

Staffing Exercise N/A 

 

AFRICAN JOURNALS OF CHEMISTRY 

 Scientific African 

Published by the Next Einstein Forum in collaboration with Elsevier.  

https://www.journals.elsevier.com/scientific-african 

 

 Journal of the Kenya Chemical Society (JKCS)  
This is a peer-reviewed multi-disciplinary chemistry journal published by the Kenya 

Chemical Society (KCS).  JKCS publishes findings from all areas of chemistry including 

organic, inorganic, physical, analytical, materials chemistry and nanoscience, 

computational chemistry and environmental chemistry. JKCS also publishes reviews in all 

areas of chemistry. Published articles are available at 

https://kenyachemicalsociety.org/journals. Manuscripts should be submitted to the Editor-

in-Chief at eic.jkcs@gmail.com for processing and peer-review. 

 Chemistry Africa.  

A Journal of the Tunisian Chemical Society 

https://www.springer.com/chemistry/journal/42250?utm_source=hybris&utm_medium=e

mail&utm_content=internal&utm_campaign=JFTT_2_aww_2018newjournals  

 

 Journal of the Mauritanian Chemical Society (JMCS) 

Publishes research articles and conference proceedings in English or French. This is 

published online at: http://www.scmauritania.org/journal-scm; M A Sanhoury, JMCS 

Coordination Editor. 

  

 South African Journal of Chemistry 

This Journal is published electronically. The webpage is:  http://www.saci.co.za/, Details 

of the journal and the editors can be seen at http://www.journals.co.za/sajchem/. The 

South African Journal of Chemistry, published by the South African Chemical Institute, 

has been publishing high quality papers, in all fields of Chemistry for over 100 years. The 

Journal went fully electronic in 2000 and is freely available through open access online 

(http://reference.sabinet.co.za/sa_epublication/chem).  

  

http://www.africanmrs.net/
http://www.medlist.co/interspire/link.php?M=51811051&N=20484&L=36153&F=H
https://www.journals.elsevier.com/scientific-african
https://kenyachemicalsociety.org/journals
mailto:eic.jkcs@gmail.com
https://www.springer.com/chemistry/journal/42250?utm_source=hybris&utm_medium=email&utm_content=internal&utm_campaign=JFTT_2_aww_2018newjournals
https://www.springer.com/chemistry/journal/42250?utm_source=hybris&utm_medium=email&utm_content=internal&utm_campaign=JFTT_2_aww_2018newjournals
http://www.scmauritania.org/journal-scm
http://www.saci.co.za/
http://www.journals.co.za/sajchem/
http://reference.sabinet.co.za/sa_epublication/chem
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 African Corrosion Journal (online).   

Commenced in 2015 – a peer reviewed corrosion journal. This journal may be of interest 

to the “practical” chemists amongst the SACI membership. https://view.publitas.com/icp-

1/african-corrosion-journal 

  

 African Journal of Chemical Education 

Enquiries and manuscripts should be addressed to the Editor-in-Chief: email 

eic@faschem.org, PO Box 2305, Addis Ababa, Ethiopia. AJCE, 2016, 6(1) ISSN 2227-

5835  The online version appears in the FASC website (www.faschem.org) and in the 

AJOL website (www.ajol.info).  

  

 South African Journal of Science TOC@assaf.org.za  

 

 Journal of the Chemical Society of Nigeria  

csnjournals@gmail.com; csnjournals@yahoo.com; editor@chemsocnigeria.org 

  

 Bulletin of the Chemical Society of Ethiopia            

http://www.ajol.info/index.php/bcse/index 

  

 South African Journal of Chemical Engineering      

A fully open access journal  http://www.journals.elsevier.com/south-african-journal-

of-chemical-engineering/  

  

 African Journal of Pure and Applied Chemistry  

EditorialOffice: ajpac@academicjournals.org help desk: helpdesk@academicjournals.org; 

URL:  www.academicjournals.org/journal/AJPAC 

 

 

CONFERENCES/WOKSHOPS 

 

Upcoming events 

i) 26th IUPAC International Conference on Chemistry 

Education, 18-22 July 2022, Cape Town  

ii) 3rd IEEE conference on Design and Test of integrated micro 

and nano-Systems , 7-1- June 2020, Tunisia 

iii) Post-graduate Summer School on Green Chemistry, Venice, 

Italy (4-10th July 2021). www.greenchemistry.school 

iv) IUPAC Global Women’s Breakfast (9th February 2021) 

v) African Materials Research Society (AMRS 2021) 13-16 

Dec 2021, Dakar, Senegal https://africanmrs.net v)  

vi) ABC Chemistry conference Morocco Dec 2022 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://view.publitas.com/icp-1/african-corrosion-journal
https://view.publitas.com/icp-1/african-corrosion-journal
mailto:eic@faschem.org
http://www.faschem.org/
http://www.ajol.info/
mailto:TOC@assaf.org.za
mailto:csnjournals@gmail.com
mailto:csnjournals@yahoo.com
mailto:editor@chemsocnigeria.org
http://www.ajol.info/index.php/bcse/index
http://www.journals.elsevier.com/south-african-journal-of-chemical-engineering/
http://www.journals.elsevier.com/south-african-journal-of-chemical-engineering/
mailto:ajpac@academicjournals.org
mailto:helpdesk@academicjournals.org
http://nm.academicjournals.info/index.php?subid=85664&option=com_acymailing&ctrl=url&urlid=298&mailid=1232
http://www.greenchemistry.school/
https://africanmrs.net/
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Detailed conference information 

i) 26th IUPAC International Conference on Chemistry Education 

The Covid-19 pandemic has led to profound changes in the way we work and live.  The current steep 

increase in cases as well as the uncertainty about international travel means that it is no longer feasible 

to host the 26th IUPAC International Conference on Chemistry Education in Cape Town in January 

2021.  The IUPAC Committee for Chemistry Education has agreed to a further postponement of the 

conference to July 2022.  The conference will be known as ICCE 2022.  Preliminary information 

about ICCE 2022 is given below. 

Dates: 18-22 July 2022 

Venue: Lagoon Beach Hotel and Conference Venue 

Abstracts 

The call for abstracts will be re-opened on 4 October 2021. If you have already submitted an abstract, 

you will be invited to resubmit your abstract when the submission process re-opens. 

Registration 

Registration will re-open on 4 October 2021. Should you have already paid your registration 

fee, we are pleased to advise that we will honour the 2020 registration fees.  All unpaid 

registrations will be carried over to the 2022 event and re-invoiced at the revised registration 

fee.  You are free to cancel your registration and to re-register for ICCE 2022 at the new 

rates.  Please click on the link below to submit your response. 

ICCE 2022 RESPONSE FORM 

We would appreciate a response by 31 August 2020. 

Accommodation 

Delegates who have booked and paid their accommodation will be contacted by our booking 

office to arrange for the monies to be refunded. If you have booked directly with the hotel, (i.e. 

not through our secretariat), we ask you to please contact Lagoon Beach Hotel directly. 

We look forward to seeing you in Cape Town in July 2022 and ask you to circulate this notice 

to your colleagues who may not be members of SACI. 

Please address any questions to icce2022@allevents.co.za and consult the 

website, https://www.icce2022.org.za/, for regular updates. 

The Local Organising Committee for ICCE 2022 

For registration queries: +27(0)219101913• email: icce2022@allevents.co.za 

Event Organiser office: +27(0)217120571 

email:  icce@eventmanagmentsolutions.co.za   

 

 

 

 

 

https://protect-za.mimecast.com/s/XD9gCZ4Xr5C7pRm5SzC8j1?domain=u1537521.ct.sendgrid.net
mailto:icce2022@allevents.co.za
https://protect-za.mimecast.com/s/mE9fC2RJD6SV9GxpIBp-5s?domain=u1537521.ct.sendgrid.net
mailto:icce2022@allevents.co.za
mailto:icce@eventmanagmentsolutions.co.za
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ii) 3rd IEEE conference on Design and Test of integrated micro and nano-

Systems 
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iii) Post-graduate Summer School on Green Chemistry, Venice, Italy 
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iv) IUPAC Global Women’s Breakfast 
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v) AMRS 2021 
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vi) ABC Chemistry Conference 2022/2023 

The conference date has been moved to late 2022/early 2023. It will be held at the Palais des congrès –

Marrakech, Morocco. FASC will be hosting the event. 

We are hoping to have an excellent turnout from African member countries at this event. More information 

will be made available in the months ahead. 

  

 

 


